
Data Analysis  in Whole Atmosphere Models:  
Expectations, Recent Results and  Future Steps 

• Who and why performing Whole Atmosphere (WA) modeling extended across the 
mesopause into the thermosphere  >  90-130 km (next 6 slides = success stories).

• Inter-comparison case studies, and challenges for performance of  Data Analysis 
(DA)  in WA models ( for SSW Jan-2009).

• Observational  metrics of climate, year-to-year, and day-to-day variability for 
examining WA model predictions.

• Current status of two US WA models (WAM & WACCM-X) with the top  at ~500-
600 km,  their evaluations and current steps to improve these models for DA and 
space weather applications in the ITM region, including OSSE for new sensors.

Timely contribution of  Stan Solomon (NCAR) sharing his  GLOW-model for  ITM OSSE studies
2-years before launch of Global Observations Limb and Disk NASA Explorer Mission. 1

Valery Yudin (CIRES/CU, SWPC/NOAA)
with  contributions of WAM (CIRES/SWPC)  and WACCM (NCAR) modelers and ITM 

data analysis groups of MIT, NWRA, NCAR and FCU



Whole Atmosphere Models (1):
WA-GCM in GAIA, NICT/Japan, Jin et al. (2012)

T31, 75L, ~ 500 km

SSW-2009, 325 km

data

GAIA-JRA25



Middle and Whole Atmosphere Models of MPI-ECHAM (2):
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HAMburg Model for Neutral & Ionized Armosphre - HAMMONIA

Schmidt et al., 
2005; 250 km, 
L119



Whole Atmosphere Models of NCAR (4):
WACCM (66 lev, ~140 km) & WACCM-X(81 lev ~500 km) ,

Garcia et al. (2007); Liu et al. (2010), Nealy et al. (2012, CAM5)

Ozone-interactive
forcing  radiation, tides

Phys-based GWP

Simplified
Plasma transportno-ExB

SD-options with MERRA & NOGAPS-ALPHA
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6-hr 3DVAR-FGAT

Troposphere -Middle Atmosphere Model and DA (3) 

L68,  0.001 hPa
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Whole Atmosphere Models (5):
WAM, NOAA/SWPC and CIRES,

Fuller-Rowell et al. (2010),  Akmaev et al. (2008, 2011, 2014), Yudin et al. (2015)

Current res-ns: T62, T254, T574



Observational metrics for WA model evaluations:

(1) Annual variations of prevailing (zonal mean) flows and 
seasonal cycles of global wave amplitudes and phases, tides 
(24-hr, 12-hr, 8-hr), quasi-stationary and travelling PWs (m=1-4, 
two-day waves, Kelvin & RG modes).

(2) Year-to-year variations driven by dynamics of the lower 
atmosphere (responses to QB0-like modulations, SSW events) 
and solar cycles (from the top).

(3) Day-to-day variability from the tropo-
spheric weather anomalies and solar-
geomagnetic inputs  (geo storms, SEP, etc.)

Data flows: UARS, TIMED, Aura, radar and lidar systems, 
imagers, rocket campaigns + future missions GOLD/ICON
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MLT 
radars



(1) Jan 2009: Zonal Mean Flows in the Extended Models:
WAM-GSI, NOGAPS-ALPHA, GEOS-5 & WACCM-X/GEOS-5, 
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bSSW: Jan 16     SSW-Jan 25 after: Feb 07     

WACCMX-116L/GEOS-5

TIME-GCM/WACCMX

NOGAPS-ALPHA/NRL

WAM-GSI, w/o GW physics, Jan15, b-SSW

NOGAPS-NRL

GEOS-5

Jan 15



Jan-Feb 2009: Zonal Mean Flows in the three “Nudged” 
WA models & WAM-GSI/LA-data (Pedatella et al., 2014)
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20-day aver. zonal mean zonal winds (Jan 1-20)

60N

JRA-25 ERA-I

NCEP/GSI NOGAPS-ALPHA



Jan-Feb 2009: Daily evolution (days-latitude ) of PW-T amp.
PW-1                    PW-2
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PW1:   10-hPa /30 km 110 km PW2:  30 km 110 km



Evaluation of Models by MLS-Aura: Dec-Feb 2008/09

12Days-height cross-sections at  60N

PW-2
T-Amplitudes
at 60 N

/NRL
WX-GEOS5

DA-MLS

no-
MLS



Jan-Feb of  2009: Inter-comparison of Main Migrating Tidal Modes:
DW1-24 hr SW2-12 hr

Gents

Here is a cool inter-comparison s tudy with the
SWPC model and Japanese and German
entries. One of the key points is the need to
use something like DART to assimilat e
Upper atmospheric obs from NASA
satellites otherwise the top end of the
model goes off wandering. WACCM has
much better interac tive chemistry than the
others---this is part, but not all of the story.
GAIA and Hammonia are lagging. UKMet
unified model is heading in this directi on too.
Key need is for a joint working group to
rethink the gravity wave paramet erizations
which are holding all of the models back
along with the lack of assimilation of upper
atmosphere data (COSMIC!!!!).
Cheers, Tom
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DW1, K, 80 km
SW2, K,110 km

GAIA/JRA-25

HAMMONIA with 
ERA-I

WAM-DAS/GSI

WACCM-X with 
NOGAPS-ALPHA

Expectations:
WA models in the ITM region may 
display similar  tidal dynamics if 
LA dynamics are quite similar  
due to nudging to reanalysis or 
DA in LA.

Unexpected  Outcome:  
Striking misfits due to diff-es in:
1. Physics of  ITM, dis./GWs.
2. Nudging to 6-hr data; may 

degrade tidal sources 
< 60 km, temporal res-n 
of  analyses is not sufficient,  

“strongest nudging” => 
“dissipation” of tidal forcing.
3. Hourly output and A-F cycles 
help to recover tidal dynamics.

DW1, K, 80 km SW2, K,110 km

Weakest SW2 , ~ 5-10 K

Weakest DW1 <  5-7K
Strongest  SW2 

65K

30K

45K



24-hr (DW1) and  12-hr (SW2) tide  in NOGAPS-ALPHA 
and TIDI/TIMED ( 60-day comp. data Jan 12-Mar 15 of 2009) 
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~95km

~80 km

Lieberman  et al.  2012

DW
1

SW2

NOGAPS-A tidal U-wind amplitudes are 
weaker on ~ 50-100 % (DW1 and SW2) 
than corresponding TIDI tidal wind 
estimates, with DA of SABER & MLS
temperatures; NRL data assimilation cannot 
capture tidal winds between 75-95 km as 
observed; influence of model top lid or/and 
3DVAR with the 6-hr  A-F cycles on tides ?

TIDI NEWS of 2015: Using the newly validated 
OI (6300Å) mode, TIDI is monitoring winds in 
the upper thermosphere, 160 - 300 km altitude. 
A strong geomagnetic storm occurred on 17-
MAR-2015, Day 76 in 2015, and it's effect on 
the dynamics in the thermosphere was 
captured by TIDI. Neutral horizontal winds 
approached 500 m/s at high latitudes during 
the storm, where typical winds are ~100 m/s. 
See  http://tidi.engin.umich.edu/



WACCM-X116L/GEOS-5
(Updated Physics and Tidal Results)
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The  main motivation of the  116L configuration of WACCM-X-with the 
GEOS-5  analysis tendencies  and updated GW physics is to reproduce 
realistic tides and  demonstrate level of consistency with ITM data.

Doubled
VR > 100km 



Evaluating realism of models:
WACCM-X/GEOS-5 and GAIA/JRA-25

by SABER-T amplitudes, SW2
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116 km 

80 km 

27 km 

SABER -80 km

WX-116L/G5,  50-60 K vs ~ 5-10K of WX-NOGAPS

27 km 

80 km 

116 km 



Jan 27-31/2009: Evaluation of WACCM-X by ISR winds [75W, 40N]
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Jan 27-31
of 2009

Hourly
WACCM-X 0-
95 km 
=>TGCM

5-day 
campaign data100 km

130 km

Zonal & Meridional Winds sampled by every hour at Millstone Hill, MIT 
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Evaluating WACCM-X/GEOS-5 by wind observations of MF/MU 
radars (2-day wave, Eq-r) & SABER-T (SW2 at 20N, 40N, 110km)

Data provided by Kyoto University



SABER day-to-day tidal derivations 
based on the Dave Ortland [2014]  
spatial maps (fixed LST) and HME 
techniques (both T-re & Wind waves)
versus 
60-day LSF of Forbes et al.(2008)

Both techniques reproduce SAO in 
DW1 (March-Oct) and QBO-DW1
(westerly DW1 ~ 2. easterly DW1 in 
Mar-Apr,  as discussed above).



WACCM-X/GEOS-5, SABER/TIMED and MF-radar  (2007-2011):
Examples Day-to-Day and Year-to-Year 

Tidal Variability at the bottom lid of thermosphere TIE-GCM, ~95 km
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QBO-like	year-to-year	(2007-2011)	and	day-to-
day	varib.	Of	24-hr	tide	(T-equator,		V-21N)	at	
the	bottom		layers	of	TIE-GCM/NCAR.

Davis et al. (2013): 
QBO in 24-hr over  
MF radar  at 8S

W

EWACCM-X/GEOS-5

W

E

~60 m/s

~20 m/s



Year-to-year Tidal Variability (Mar-Apr) : 24-hr ampl. of V winds 
during Easterly (2007, 2010)& Westerly (2008-09) QBO phases

E-ly

W-ly

E-ly

W-ly

TIDI-TIMED analysis 2007-2010

WACCM-X/GEOS-5 
Hindcasts for 2007-2010 
~ 10-20% weaker than 
TIDI tides,
DA of  ITM winds can be 
proposed to improve WA 
predictions



Mar-Apr: Longitudinal variability of  24-hr T-tide 
(all modes) at 95 km, SABER, WACCM-X & GSWM 

WACCM-X/GEOS-5



WAM-150L
(Updated Physics, Prevailing flow  & Tides)
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Middle atmosphere Data 
(SABER/MLS)  & GW physics 
can improve zonal winds in 
WAM-NEMS
Top:  WAM-DAS……
needs data assimilation and 
GW physics above ~30-40 km, 

Without GW physics 
WAM-DAS cannot compete 
with MERRA and NAVGEM 
(NOAGAPS-ALPHA, mid-le)

Middle     NOGAPS-Alpha

Bottom    MERRA-GMAO
Normal mid-winter 
conditions, Jan-15 2009



Annual variations of the extra-
tropical zonal mean flow  will 
influence the tidal variability in 
WAM

Daily zonal mean flow WAM-GW & WAM-noGW at 45N and 45S

45N

45N

45N



Monthly SW2-T
ampl. at 110 km

Day-to-day variable SW2-Temp (top)  and SW2-Vwind (bottom) 
amplitudes predicted by WAM-150L configurations without GWP 
(left) and with GW physics (right) with SST of 2014. 
TIMED/SABER monthly (60-day av-ed ) estimates ~1/3 of WAM 
daily values . Needs for daily tidal amplitudes to calibrate WAM.



T-eq DW1, [K]

V-20S, m/s

V-20N, m/s
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Y-2-Y & D-2_D 
variability
of DE3- amplitudes
at 116 km 

Needs for DA
is apparent, mode 
structure depends 
on (1) convective 
latent heat diurnal 
variations (source)
(2) Tropical winds 

WAM-DE3 is more
close to  DE3-2008  

DE3 , U-wind, m/sDE3 , Temp, K



Summary and Future Steps 
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(1) Realistic representation of  wave  dynamics (PWs, tides &GWs)  by WA 
models needs further development and calibration of the upper atmosphere 
(UA) physics and neutral composition. Coordinated multi-year UA-reanalysis  
will help in model evaluations, comparisons, and tune-ups.

(2) In addition to the current MA satellite (Aura and TIMED) observations, 
two forthcoming  NASA thermosphere missions, ICON and GOLD,  scheduled 
for 2017, will add wind, temperature, major constituents observations along 
with ionosphere parameters  from  ~90 km to ~250 km. 

(3) We start to produce the  data-evaluated Whole Atmosphere Nature Runs 
by WAM & WACCM-X for OSSE with ICON and GOLD observations to 
understand the optimal data representation & their near real time delivery 
for Space Weather predictions by NOAA and NCAR WA models. 

(4) Extension and adaptations of assimilation schemes  into the ITM region is 
needed to properly ingest signatures of tides  (1-hr A-F cycles or/and 4D-
Var) and  diurnal cycles in the ionosphere-atmosphere prediction systems. 



OSSE in the ITM with WACCM-X/GEOS-5
(Initial Design and Observability of Tides)
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GOLD data – NRT data flow for WAM forecasts and 
assimilation of temperature and major species
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GOLD Airglow Simulations
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Thermosphere Data Analysis (above 100 km):
Previous and current missions: WINDII/UARS and TIMED/TIDI, 

GUVI; Future 2017-missions: ICON & GOLD  
Direct analysis of airglow emissions in WA models

GLOW- airglow model of Stan Solomon for
DA observed emissions in WAM & WACM-X



Prototype for GOLD-disk  temperature data analysis with 
averaging kernels  and a priori (or last iteration T(p)-profile)

Nadir H-observation (a)-(b)
operators: I = H(T)

Optimal estimation, data 
characterization by 
Resolution Kernels
(A =KH, averaging);

Linear framework (c -plate) 
relative the last 
iteration of the 
nonlinear inverse.

δI = H δT,  at T =Tb

Discrete Inverse Theory  for 
T-inversions from the 
LBH N2 emissions 
(max likelihood). 

H-operator in DA: 
Xfd =AXf +Xb (d-plate)



Averaging Kernels: Mapping to the GOLD observable T-eff. 
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Temp-re at 150 km    Layer-Aver. T-eff Kernels & Ver. Aver.

MSIS Jan-16 
UT=21

WACCM-
X

WAM

1) Three first guesses  for T-
150km, Jan 16/2010 
(WACCM-X/GEOS-5, WAM-
climate and MSIS)

2) Illustration for averaging 
kernels (AK) of T-re retrievals 
of GOLD-disk. AK represent 
the linear characterization of 
retrieved T-eff (second 
columns).  AK contain the 
time-dependent 3D-
information on the so-called 
“smoothing” operator, needed 
for the inverse mapping of 
OmF of “T-eff” from the data 
space to the model layers 
and also for the model-data 
data-data inter-comparisons.

3) Derivations of AK and 
assignment of a priori T-re 
are based on the retrieval 
scheme and forward 
models.  

T     =A(z, x, t)=>   T-efff

A(z, x, t)



“24-hr global” GOLD-disk: Smoothing Tidal Spectra at ~ 150 km by AK

Jan  30 2009 (Solar min):  24-hr, 12-hr and 8-hr T-amplitudes during SSW.
GOLD-disk temperatures (at 1-hr cadence) will promise to capture  tidal growth  and spectra 

during SSW events with “averaging kernels comparing to the pre-SSW ITM state

T-GOLD  ~  AK*T-model

NR-model Gold-data

24-hr

24-hr
12-hr

8-hr

NR-model 
(True)


